
Quickly Streamline Your
Production Chart Processing

Zedi TrueChart
Personalized oil and gas production chart processing service
with volume analysis through cloud-based technologies.



Digital transformation begins with crystal 
clear, high resolution oil and gas production 
scans produced with Zedi technology

Manually reading your oil and gas production charts is time consuming and often inaccurate
that quickly leads to inefficiencies within the foundation of your organization. When it comes
to knowing the highly defined details of your production nothing matters more than baseline
of the information you are presented before you can even begin to formulate business decisions.  
Emerson’s Zedi TrueChart leverages technology to scan each chart at the highest possible
resolution to produce estimated volume, prorated volume, and a wide variety of other reports
that are all accessible through our secure, cloud-based platform. 

Reduce the amount of time your staff spends manually reading, deciphering
and entering your oil and gas production charts

Secure, remote access to your tank data will provide
control to optimize operations while increasing safety
and emergency response time. Realize efficiencies that 
will put data into authorized user hands to gain preventive 
maintenance insights and set alarms to prevent
operational hazards, complete with a mobile app.

Increase operational efficiencies 
with in-depth chart detail
for more informed decision
making abilities.

Gain process certainty with proven secure data storage 
and avoid unplanned, lost or damaged oil and gas
production chart data. Efficiencies through organized, 
chart access and detailed data analysis with vivid high 
resolution chart scans helps your people stay abreast
of accurate data to focus on your core business.

Two years of chart storage means 
you will never need to worry 
about unexpected or added costs 
to maintain your data storage.



Ensure your authorized users have easy access to your chart data to improve
decision making and maintain operational continuity across your organization.

Gain accurate, high-resolution oil and gas 
production scans complete with storage

We don’t merely process your charts; we analyze them to verify the data for potential errors,
in an effort to reduce the amount of re-work you have to do. You are also assign a dedicated
customer service representative who provide personalized service to your organization to help 
you meet your deadlines and requirements. Chart integration services also provides estimates, 
prorated volumes, and reports explaining any downtime or metering problems.

Dedicated service to help you meet your deadlines and 
requirements with lossless compression scans and proven 
technology to adjust for pen lags and arcs on the most 
difficult charts. Includes image analysis and volume 
calculation based on static and differential pressures and 
temperature lines (where recorded by pen) with daily 
readings, volume overrides and any re-reads.

Detailed data in accurate high
resolution through proven
technology backed by service

Easily view reports, charts, meter info and historical
data and charts - Anytime, anywhere on our secure,
proven cloud platform for authorized personnel
to access wherever they may be. Easily, and seamlessly 
integrate your Zedi TrueChart data with field data
capture applications for a complete organizational
answer to all your reporting needs.

Wide variety on monthly
reporting options to deliver
your data the way you need it

Our proven cloud based platform delivers secure,
real-time data to authorized users and groups with
robust software applications are built for operations
and are delivered as a service to ensure evergreen
enhancements, secure storage, full 24/7 support
and complete user training. 

Unlock the most value from
your data with our SaaS
cloud-based solutions

Reduce the amount of manual entry required in the field
including handwritten temperatures, field operation 
statuses and operator messages. Includes personalized 
chart identification labels containing orifice plate size, 
coefficient value and meter information, as well as vari-
ance control of gas volumes as compared to the last three 
months average on a per meter basis.

Quickly capture all chart notes
and messages all in one,
easily accessible location

Detailed verification of meter parameters, orifice plate size,
composition & relative density with a wide variety of monthly
reporting options all in a variety of customized excel formats.

        •Gas volume statements and summaries

        •Daily volumes and gas tests by day

        •Orifice meter reports and chart processing summaries

The most accurate and complete

interpretation of chart data available
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Digitally transform your oil and gas operations 
by increasing visibility and mobility of your 
crystal clear chart production data.
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CONSIDER IT SOLVED™
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Keep Go-ing... with Zedi Go
The mobile app built for production operations


